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Introduction

Both from the physical and astronomical
point of view magnetars, being extremely in-
teresting objects have attracted many in the
recent past. These objects open up a path to
study and observe several phenomena taking
place in extreme magnetic field conditions not
feasible elsewhere [1].

They born with characteristics found simi-
lar in neutron stars but with magnetic fields
much larger than the quantum critical value
BQED = 4.4×1013 G, at which the energy be-
tween Landau levels of electrons equals their
rest mass. Their magnetic fields are at least
102−103 times stronger than those of the typ-
ical neutron stars observed as radio pulsars
powered by the loss of rotational energy, or
shining in X-rays thanks to the accretion of
matter from binary companion stars [2]. Mag-
netic field is the ultimate energy source of all
the observed emission from magnetars.

Here, in a young magneter if the spin-down
power takes over the magnetic field driven
power then these objects might emit PeV νµs
and γ-rays through photo-meson production
by protons/ions with degraded radiation field
into the UV-A or B range fromX-ray or UVC.

PeV neutrinos and gamma-rays

from magnetars

Photo-meson production

There has been an unanimity among re-
searchers in particle astrophysics over half a
century that ultra-high energy (UHE) protons
and/or heavier ions emitted by cosmic accel-
erators (e.g. pulsars, young magnetars) are
affected by the presence of the ambient mat-
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ter or radiation fields, and finally materialized
through the reactions given below [3]:

p+γ → ∆+
→

{

p+ πo → p+ 2γ
nπ+ → n+ e+ + νe + νµ + ν̄µ

The final products of all neutrino flavours
along with γ-ray keeps the ratio approxi-
mately as νe : νµ : ντ : γ = 1 : 2 : 0 : 2 at
the sources but the process of neutrino oscil-
lation turns this into a ratio of νe : νµ : ντ :
γ = 1 : 1 : 1 : 2 while observing at earth.

For common magnetars the surface mag-
netic field is of the order of 1015 G, the γ − γ
pair production process due to γ −B interac-
tion starts within few stellar radius. The rest
of common magnetars are all high-energy γ-
ray emitters with energies from few hundreds
to thousands MeV ascribed by the outer gap
model [4]. The exotic photon splitting pro-
cess causes a transformation of the UV and
X-ray photons of the ambient field very near
the stellar surface into UV radiation compris-
ing only UV-A and UV-B types with average
photon energy ≈ 10 − 20 eV. Interaction of
UHE protons with this modified UV radiation
field through photomeson production will gen-
erate PeV ν and γ-rays which will be detected
on earth.

Basic model and photomeson threshold

An extension of earlier estimation of young
pulsars to newly born magnetars, it reveals
that protons or heavier ions undergo accelera-
tion near the magnetar’s surface by polar caps
to energies nearly at 1017 eV when the mag-
netar’s magnetic moment vector µ and Ω pa-
rameter satisfy the strong condition, µ.Ω < 0.
These UHE protons will interact with soft UV-
A and UV-B photons coming out from the
magnetar’s surface, the ∆ resonance state may
occur satisfying the kinematic threshold con-
dition for ∆+ creation. The photomeson pro-
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duction threshold for a p to reach the ∆+ state
is something where the kinetic energies of the
proton (ǫp) and UV-A/B photon (ǫγ) would
satisfy

ǫpǫγ(1− cosθpγ) ≥ 0.3 GeV 2, (1)

where θpγ is the incident angle between the
proton and photon as measured in the labora-
tory frame. In a young magnetar, the typical
photon energies near the surface are 10 decade
smaller than a young pulsar due their intense
magnetic field with values 2.8kT∞(1 + zg) ∼

0.04 keV, where zg ∼ 0.4 being the gravita-
tional red shift. This implies that the proton
threshold energy ǫp,Th for the ∆+ resonance
state lies in the range 1016 − 1017 eV.

The neutrino and gamma-ray fluxes on

earth

The UHE proton flux emitted from the po-
lar cap region would have a value

ΦPC ≃ cfd(1− fd)noAPC , (2)

where APC denotes polar cap area and it is
η(4πR2) in which η accounts the ratio of polar
cap area to the magnetar surface area.

It is seen from the process in photomeson
production that charge-changing reaction goes
on just 1

3
-rd of the reaction time, about three

high-energy ν (or a pair of νµ, ν̄µ) will accom-
pany with four high-energy γ-rays when a sig-
nificant number of such reactions proceed suc-
cessfully. These νs will arrive at earth with-
out changing the flux and energy but same
does not hold for γ-ray flux due to QED ef-
fect. The factor fs accounts reduction in flux
due to photon splitting.

In the UV-A/B dominated radiation field
of magnetar where accelerated ions by a
polar cap will suffer interaction. For
a young magnetar with surface temper-
ature T∞, the UV-A/B photon density
very adjacent to the star surface area is
nγ(R) = (aSB/2.8k) [(1 + zg)T∞]

3
, aSB be-

ing the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. A nu-
merical value of nγ(R) could be approximated
as 9 × 1019T 3

0.1 keV . The photon density in-
creases due to splitting and at the same time

will decrease with the increase of radial dis-
tance from the stellar surface, and the over-
all photon density reduces roughly to nγ(r) ≃
nγ(R)fm(R/r)2 at r in the work, where fac-
tor fm comes from the multiplication of X-
ray or UV-C photon due to splitting. Now,
the conversion probability for p → ∆+ via
UV-A/B interaction along the distance from
R to r is given by (LB) Pc(r) = 1 − P (r),
where dP/P (r) = −nγ(r)σpγdr with P (r) ∼

exp(−10−3fm) corresponding to ǫγ ∼ 0.05
keV and conversion to continue in the range
from R to 1.2R. To keep Pc close to the mean
values as obtained for many pulsars then fm
has to be ∼ 10. The total flux of ν/γ-ray
coming out from the disintegration of ∆+ res-
onance state is

Φν/γ(r ≃ 1.2R) = 2cξApcfd(1−fd)noPc, (3)

with ξ is 4/3 and 2/3 for γ-ray and νµ re-
spectively. If now the duty cycle factor fb of
the γ-ray/νµ is taken into account, the phase
averaged γ-ray/νµ flux on the Earth from a
magnetar at a distance d is given by

Φνµ,ν̄µ/γ ≃ 2cξζηfbfsfd(1− fd)no

(

R

d

)2

Pc.

(4)

In equation (4), the flavor ratio of ν at their
production centre to a very large distance like
at a detection level on earth is different due
to well known ν oscillation, and the effect is
represented by the parameter ζ ( 1/2 and 1
for νµ’s and γ-rays whereas fs is 1 for νµ but
not yet known for γ-rays).
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